
WHAT IS A SOVEREIGN?  

 

We are now looking to see who is really serious about being Sovereign. I am opening this 

conversation up with: What is a Sovereign to you? What does a Sovereign look like to you? How does 

a Sovereign talk you? How does a Sovereign act? What is required of a Sovereign? I am asking this 

question to see the levels of knowledge and understanding. 

Don't be shy, We are watching to see who we are going to pull into the circle, for what is soon to 

come. If you are happy to sit on the fence, that too is all good as you will be informed at the later 

stage. Join in the conversation....... Turikatuku 

 

Turikatuku Gumada A sovereign should not drink or do drugs because to live in gods kin dom you cannot indulge in 

the devils drink as your actions could jeopardize the sovereigns position and you will be banished from the kingdom. 

Maori Lore or Original Lore for whatever that act you committed. You need to be present 110%, not vacant due to the 

devils drink. 

Turikatuku Gumada A sovereign must act like a king and queen at all times. proud. pride. Sovereign 

Turikatuku Gumada A sovereign must act with high standards. true intentions. high standing. 

Turikatuku Gumada Like a taiaha....you need to know where the timber came from. who carved it. what the carvings 

mean. the whakapapa. what bird the feathers came from. how to walk with the taiaha but most importantly, how to 

use it. If you don't fully commit to learning about your taiaha and try to use it and get beaten with it. .....YOU FAIL. If 

you are challenged will you drop it or use it. 

Turikatuku Gumada a sovereign can travel down the road, and get pulled up by the police without getting arrested 

for being sovereign. if you can then you are a live sovereign. if you can't then you have not learnt how to us your 

taiaha properly yet. 

Mark Derick Kohai humbleness and diplomacy always 

Mark Derick Kohai The head or the heart or both with the wisdom of Solomon 

John Almond Oxford Concise English Dictionary states that Sovereignty means; supremacy, self government, self 

governing state. 

Turikatuku Gumada If you are a Sovereign, do you own all the LAND? If you are Sovereign with no titles, the answer 

is ‘you own nothing, but you are the guardian of all lands – land being; water; land; paper; air; trees; you; me etc. 

Turikatuku Gumada The KEY word is LAND.....I not property 

Christian Christian Sovereignty is Living the Sovereign  

Mark Derick Kohai Do we agree a certain mindset is required. Yes 

Jerome Brandon I wish to learn more...If someone here is willing to share sometime to awhi then I am ready. 

Mark Derick Kohai Now as a Sovereign do I wash the dishes or do I await another to do them rhetorically speaking 

just to understand the associated job description 

Mark Derick Kohai Provide a bailment in order to do my dishes is a lot of work can't I just simply ask someone 

Mark Derick Kohai Serving others, like SHREK he was portrayed as a land Baron having a Castle then one day like 

People Maori something changed the whole climate, yet the nobleman persevered through adverse conditions seeking 

out that which matters more than money or gold it was the life he was accustomed to, seeking to reclaim with all it 

imperfections and quirks all he had accumulated in a previous life- when done they lived happy ever after 

Turikatuku Gumada John, you are only referring to property. Land is everything, dirt, trees, paper, money, energy..... 



Maree Taylor Being indepedent of authority, standing on your mana 

John Almond Ultimately, how and when do you demonstrate supreme power regulated and disciplined in the laws of 

the land governed to execute justice. 

Turikatuku Gumada For Example......I am the Cheiftainess of Paremata O Baludarri Rangihou Sovereign Nation....The 

KEY is be proud of who you are. Know who you are. Don't drop your taiaha when you are challenged. Help clean the 

whare. Help make the cups of coffee. Give your seat to the Elder that is tired from walking. Give your jacket to that 

lady that is cold from the rain. Spend time with the kids and help make the poi's......That is truely a Cheiftainess. 

Turikatuku Gumada I am a Cheiftainess now and I was in my past life. 

Nga Mihi Kerehi sovereignty;"truthfulness, compassion, and forebearence, for all and everythng." we need to show 

these things in order to be true tangata whenua, and truely sovereign. 

Hone Irimana A Sovereign to Me is Royalty by Blood or Adoption into a Royal Bloodline, a Sovereign looks and 

portrays themselves as they wish within the boundaries of God , to hear a Sovereign Queen speak is with Grace , 

Honour and Dignity , To hear a Sovereign King Speak is with Honour , Dignity , and Command , what is required of a 

Sovereign is to protect all living souls of man woman and child within their Kingdom from harm and injury So does any 

one in this conversation have any Royal Blood ? If so prove it to me with your ancestry 

Gerrad Epps Kia Ora Whanau...Sovereign to me means answerable to Io Tikitiki i te Rangi alone...To me it is not 

about royalty...Acting as Tuturu tangata whenua...Meaning respect all life...Respect people in general...Honour the 

whanau and whanau whanui...To me when one is a sovereign he isn't answerable to foreign rule. A sovereign is 

unifying and not exclusive 

Slider Drift Sovereign to me means: free to teach over humans they have human rights that no one can take from 

them unless they are willing to give them up 

Slider Drift not a slave not a robot just natural human, no Government no borders 

Turikatuku Gumada Hone, you are right. But you don't ask the Queen to prove to you her whakapapa, or anyone for 

that matter. 

Turikatuku Gumada The True Sovereigns are All Chiefs and Chieftainess, Kings and Queens....That is a fact. You 

have all come from Royal Blood somewhere along the line of decent. 

Turikatuku Gumada As a Sovereign, you are equal to Queen Elizabeth. Can you hold that mana. Can you hold that 

thought. Can you meet with the Queen and meet her eye to eye. I can... 

Maree Taylor Hone we are all Royalty by blood, sons and daughters of God. 

Turikatuku Gumada A Sovereign will not faulter. She will know where she got her god given name from. She will 

know that she is an “Original Woman” of “blood and heritage” on the land. She will know that she is recognized 

through the supreme gods. As an Original Sovereign, she will be standing in her truth, as with the natural and 

supernatural worlds, where creation began with Te Kore (chaos, or the void), then Te Pō (the night), and then Te Ao 

Mārama (the world of light). In her Original Nationality, all living things are linked through whakapapa (genealogy). 

Tāne, the god of the forest, shaped the first woman, Hineahuone, from the soil and took her as his wife and thereafter 

family was created. She will know how she descended from the heavens and came into the living 

Turikatuku Gumada As a sovereign she will know her Ancestral original Heritage backwards and understand that she 

is consciously aware, She is a “Sovereign Being” “Heir” “Successor”, living in a “Sovereign Estate” in the “Greater 

Universe Continuum”. That she is integrally interlocked to the immutable laws of the “Natural Element” wherein her 

inalienable “Sovereignty” is constituted in interlocutory law. 

Turikatuku Gumada A Sovereign will know the walk of her ancestors and her tribal links to the land. 

Turikatuku Gumada A Sovereign will have Global Immunity, free to walk the land. But it doesn’t come easy. You 

have to learn it, talk it and walk it. There are no free rides. You need to come out of infant state, learn to crawl, learn 

to walk and learn to talk. It will take time. This walk is not for the timid, the ignorant or the weak. Kia Kaha 



 


